Abstract: According to the characteristics of levee and road combined project, the paper analyzes problems of levee road. Design speed of levee road is determined by the main function, economy and safety. The paper studies the slope and the elevation of levee crest in "Code for Design of Levee Project", and compared it with road standard. The proposal was put forward, which includes: recommended values of cross slopes is 1.5%～2.5%, minimum longitudinal gradient of crest is 0.3%, the corresponding position of the crest elevation on the cross section, the calculation of crest elevation should consider the thickness of pavement layers. Finally, an engineering example is cited, which can be used in the design of similar engineering reference argument.
INTRODUCTION
With the increased investment in water resources construction and the development of comprehensive govern in levee around the country and the construction of high standard levee road, combination of levee and road is more and more common in practice. The most common form of levee road is overlay pavement layers on the levee crest. It's not only one kind of flood protection facilities, but also available for vehicle traffic. It has many functions, such as flood protection, traffic, landscape etc. In the new period, in order to save the land and develop the economy, build levee roads in flood control sections shall make good use of the beautiful ecological views, splendid urban landscape and citizens' public activities at the same time (L, et al. (2004) ).
In most cases, the design and construction of levee road is usually set up after finishing levee engineering construction. These two stages adopt different design standards. The early stage levee construction is designed according to "Code for Design of Levee Project" (GB50286-2013) (hereinafter referred to as "Code"), while the later stage levee road is designed by road standard. This leads to the neglect of the requirement considering of the later project during the designing and the index inconsistent when under constructions. For example, there are certain differences between the filling standard of the claybank and the compaction index of the road subgrade engineering in guideposts, compaction method and control region, the later pavement construction should be taken remedial measures such as recompaction in the original levee (L (2011) and R and C (2011) ). In addition, levee project does not take the restriction and influence to the levee road by the line, the slope and the elevation of levee into consideration while designing. This paper analyzes the existing problems in the design of levee road, starting from the determination of the levee road design speed and discusses specific suggestions on the design of upper pavement levee project.
PROBLEMS IN THE DESIGN OF LEVEE CREST ROAD
Design speed is not coordinated with the levee line (route)
From the point of flood control, when design the levee line, the location of the levee line is determined by natural condition, steams, spacing of levee and the levee type. In the "Code", the main principle of designing levee line should be parallel to the river flow, and this line has to be smooth, should not have curve or sharp turn. Meanwhile the levee line's layout of the flood protection should be coordinated with the public facilities. But there are no specific design parameters for the line shape of the levee line. In contrast, the index of the road plane line is determined by the design speed. So, it is likely to lead that the early construction of the levee line can not be satisfied with the design index. If the road is arranged according to the levee line, due to the curve radius is too small, the vehicle's turning centrifugal force can be too large, which will bring a lot of security risks for drivers. And, in sight, combination of sharp turns may bring the illusion of distort route to the drivers, resulting in driving operating errors.
Although improve construction index and set a higher design speed will be suitable for driving, the current condition of the levee line may not satisfy the required line type demand. If for protecting the line type by over modifying the levee line, it will destroy the shoreline of nature ecological in waterfront, the integrality and coordination of the inherent riverside landscape. Further more, the cost of renovation is too large. Moreover, determine the traffic function of the levee crest too high may be inconsistent with the actual demand, which makes the utilization rate low and serious restrict the road resources.
The levee slope does not meet the requirements of vehicle driving
In some plain areas, the river levees' crest slope is very small, about 1/1000. For the levee crest road, it can not satisfy the required minimum pavement longitudinal drainage slope on the road after hardening. When the transverse drainage is not smooth, it is easy to cause the road ponding, which can cause the water damage of the pavement structure. In addition, the slope of the river levee in some mountainous area is too sheer, more than the maximum longitudinal slope stipulated by the road design code. After the completion of the levee road, the uphill climbing of vehicles becomes difficult and downhill too high, and this is detrimental to traffic.
FACTORS ON THE DESIGN SPEED OF LEVEE ROAD
In the highway plane line design, the plane line index calculation is based on the design speed. So we must make the design speed of the levee road clearly at first. There are three main factors influencing the design speed of levee road.
Main functions of levee road
The character and mission of the levee road decide the object of service, appropriate traffic, traffic capacity and service level. But it should be emphasized that the flood protection function of levee road must be guaranteed in any case. Considering the safety of flood control and the passage of flood control vehicles, the construction standards of levee road should not be highway or urban road expressway. The levee road in the new period has turned into a combination of various functions. The function of levee road can be divided into flood line function, levee management channel function, transportation function along the line, social public service function and integrated facilities function(H. (2013)). The design speed of different function combination levee road varies from each other. The better traffic function is, the higher design speed has.
Economics
The higher the design speed is, the higher the plane line index is. The more changes should be taken on the levee road and the more corresponding increase in engineering investment. From the economics and technological concerns, combining levee project with high design speed road engineering result in high cost of construction and complex technical measures, having some difficulties in carrying out (L (2006)).
Security
The primary task of levee road is flood control, which is related to the security of flood control objects in the protected area. The higher vehicle speed increases the accident probability of vehicle turning over the levee and may have river pollution accidents caused by trucks. Or even, when the explosions happen to the inflammable and explosive vehicles, they may cause certain damage to the levee (L, et al. (2004) ). So the design speed should not be too high.
In the view of the factors above, considering the continuity and equilibrium of levee line at the same time, levee road in rural areas should not exceed the standard of the first grade highway, the design speed should not exceed 60 km/h; levee road in urban areas should not exceed the standard of the main road, the design speed should be 10km/h~20km/h lower than the design speed of the same grade road in the city. Combined with the function classification and grade of levee road, the concrete value of design speed of levee road is shown in Tab.1. When the design speed of levee road is determined, the minimum radius of horizontal curve, the minimum radius and the maximum longitudinal slope of the levee line can be implemented according to the standard of highway or urban road.
TRANSVERSE SLOPE OF THE LEVEE CREST
According to the "Code", the levee crest should be a one-way or two-way transverse slope, which should adopt 2%~3%. In road design, the requirements of the transverse slope are determined by the pavement type and climate condition. But by contrast, the requirements to the transverse slope of the levee crest in the code are stricter than the road design standard. The reason is that the levee crest without pavement structure, surface roughness, flatness and transverse drainage are bad. As a result, it needs to use higher values. But after the pavement paved, the surface is flat, flow velocity increased, drainage unhindered and consider that too large transverse slope will have influence on traffic safety, which therefore adopts smaller value. In order to meet the requirements of traffic and drainage, the design of the crest transverse slope of upper pavement structure in levee project should be determined according to the design specification of the highway or city roads, depending on the different types of surface layers; the recommended value is 1.5%~2.5%.
THE MINIMUM LONGITUDINAL SLOPE OF LEVEE CREST
The "Code" has no requirement on the minimum longitudinal slope of levee crest. "Design Specification for Highway Alignment" and "Code for Design of Urban Road Engineering" all stipulate: road minimum longitudinal slope should not be less than 0.3%. Otherwise, it adopts other drainage designs. For many plain rivers, the height of riverside are very small, the crest longitudinal slope or even less than 1/1000, this is detrimental to the pavement longitudinal drainage. However, levee projects are filled, if the width is not too big, it is better to make a one-way transverse slope inclined to the water side, transverse drainage. When the number of levee road lanes is more than four, road width is larger and there is green belt, the one-way transverse slope will make the road rain flow path too long and bring the hidden danger to traffic safety, which is harmful to the pavement structure, so this should take two-way crown slope. But if the land side is excavation section, water flow to the land side is still unable to discharge. Therefore, it is recommended that without special circumstances, the minimum longitudinal slope of levee crest should be controlled in 0.3%, in order to ensure the smooth longitudinal drainage of levee crest.
When the longitudinal slope of levee crest is less than 0.3% and not easy to change, the pavement structure layer thickness can be considered through the appropriate changes, set the pavement longitudinal section to "W" shape, make the every section of longitudinal slope greater than 0.3%. Set catchments and drainage facilities in each low point to aggregate and eliminate water. It is also very necessary to pay attention to the minimum slope length to meet the requirements of road standard.
THE ELEVATION OF LEVEE CREST The elevation of levee crest corresponding the position of transverse section
Usually the levee crest is not horizontal, but the "Code" does not explicitly correspond to the crest elevation of the position of transverse section. Considering from safety, the elevation of levee crest should refer to the elevation of the lowest point of the levee crest transverse section. Considering from economics, as long as the highest point of levee crest meets the "Code", it can also guarantee the security of flood control. For the levee project of upper pavement structure, we should avoid flood drowning the road, causing water damage and sediment pollution to pavement structure. When the crest is a symmetrical two-way transverse slope, the crest elevation should use the road edge elevation after overlaying pavement structure. When the crest is a one-way transverse slope, it should adopt the lowest elevation of road edge after overlaying pavement structure.
The flood control standard for levee road
The subgrade design flood frequency is the probability of a flood reappearing to the road along the river and the road may be drowned by the flood avoids that the subgrade is flooded, which is considered from the point of self-protection. But the levee project for flood control standard is based on a year of time unit's design standards for flood control, it is according to the protection standards of high protective object in the protection zone, in order to protect the cities, villages, industrial and mining enterprises, transportation facilities, water conservancy and hydropower projects and other facilities. According to the flood control standard of levee project by the "Code" and the subgrade design flood frequency by "Technical Standard of Highway Engineering" [9] , we know that the flood control standard of the first grade levee can satisfy the design flood frequency of the highway and the first-class highway, the two grade and three grade levees can meet the flood control requirements of the secondary road and tertiary highway respectively. "Flood Control Standard" (GB50201-94) stipulates: Buildings or structures which have both flood control effects, such as subgrade or wall, the flood control standard should be accord to the higher one between the protection zone and the flood control standards of buildings or structures. In the construction of levee road combination project, reference to the highway level standards should not be higher than the corresponding levee. If the levee road is built on the basis of the first grade levee, the grade of the road should not be more than one level. On the contrary, the grade of levee project should not be less than the highway grade referenced by the proposed levee road combination project. Therefore, calculate the design flood level according to the levee level corresponding to the flood control standard, which can not only avoid the subgrade and pavement from flood damage, but also ensure the safety of flood control.
The determination of the crest elevation of levee road When the design flood water level is unified, the differences between calculation of crest elevation and subgrade design elevation is decided by safe altitude. The heightened security value of levee project is divided into two circumstances: not allow the waves and allow the waves. For levee road project, it shall be the type that not allows the waves; the specification of the minimum heightened value is five grade levees' 0.5m and not less than the unified provisions of the highway subgrade edge height of the calculation of the safety height of 0.5m. From the security, the heightened security value of levee road should take the bigger one. Exactly the stipulation of the heightened security value of not allows the waves' levee project by the code. Consider the thickness of pavement structure layers, after paving pavement the crest elevation increased. Therefore, the levee crest subgrade top elevation of levee road should subtract the thickness of the road:
The levee crest elevation=Design flood level + Design wave height + Design damming height + Security height (stipulated by the code)-The total thickness of pavement structure layer.
PROJECT CASES
The Weihe River comprehensive treatment project is through the widening levee, dredging river, renovating the beach, dispatching water, eliminating pollution, and developing and utilizing, in order to improve the ecological environment of the Weihe River, the ecosystem service function and the quality of the city along the line. As the main part of the comprehensive control project of the Weihe River, the construction of levee road combined levee strengthening with road building can not only save a lot of land to build roads, but also effectively reinforce the Weihe levee and will play an inestimable role in economic pull in the Weihe coastal.
Determination of design speed
Length of the left bank of Xingping section of Weihe river is 30.7km, considering the land side is the main agricultural production area, there is a parallel main road which distance from the river bank is about 7km. The levee road is mostly the road of agricultural production, where there is no main road intersection, so the traffic volume is not big. After the road was built, we should strengthen the flood control ability of the river levee, it also attract tourists to come to the Weihe River shore leisure sightseeing. Developing the tourist economy nearby the river levee, construct the Xingping-Weihe tourism zone, so the road is located in the road of landscape. Based on the reasons above, the levee crests which constructed according to the width of 20 meters for renovation and strengthen, sets design speed as 40km/h, and various road design indexes are all evaluated by the corresponding road standards of this design speed. In addition, in order to ensure the safety and comfort of driving, the minimum radius of the levee line after reroute is 400m.
The special treatment of sharp turn
When the renovation design is taken into levee project, sharp and broken line should be adjusted. Under the precondition of no reduction in river flood area and ensure flood control capacity, we can use convex bank or other suitable location to curve cut-off, make the line smooth, coherent and meet the minimum radius requirement. When the terrain conditions and other objective factors can not be modified to the line, or for a landscape dominated levee road, in order to highlight the natural ecology river shoreline, or the winding levee line can not be adjusted too much, we can separate the levee road appropriately. At the turn of the levee line, separate the road line from the levee line with a large radius, the crescent region formed between the levee line and road line can be used as viewing leisure area, recreation area or parking lot.
The slope and elevation of levee crest
Because of the flat terrain, the longitudinal slope of Weihe-Xingping period levee crest is about 1/1000 and is not easy to rebuild, which is bad for longitudinal drainage. Considering the levee is higher than the both sides of the original ground and the crest designed to use advanced pavement materials, pavement drainage to both sides of the road, the transverse slope is 2%.
Because it was built by stages, the elevation of levee crest is determined according to the calculation formula of the "Code". Due to the heavy car crush, some part of the reconstructed levee crest became rugged, there was a certain loose layer, considering the thickness of the pavement structure layer and required construction widening. The construction will dig 25cm under crest and compacted to meet the required degree of compaction, than put the pavement.
CONCLUSION
The levee project of the upper pavement structure is a cross form of hydraulic engineering and road engineering, but in any case, we should ensure its flood control function. If we can determine, in the future, the high standard levee road is constructed rely on the levee, as the subgrade of levee road, in the design of levee project, it is required to consider the road line and the application requirements of paving surface layer. Current investment may increase but it can avoid the trouble caused by rebuilding or renovating in the future. By determining the design speed of levee road reasonably and confirming the relevant indexes in accordance with road standard, as the reference for design and reconstruction of levee project, making the design of levee project will be more prospective and scientific. It can not only ensure the safety of flood control, but also make the proposed levee line more beautiful, traffic safe and comfortable and drainage unobstructed.
